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Revised 2nd Edition (05/09/16)Catch the Spartan Warrior Spirit!Get a FREE e-book with your

purchase: Energy Extravaganza!Are you curious about the Ancient Spartans? Do you want to gain

their legendary discipline?If so, Brad Ryanâ€™s Self-Discipline: Self-Discipline of a Spartan Trough:

Confidence, Self-Control and Motivation is the book youâ€™ve been waiting for!Youâ€™ll learn

many powerful skills and lifestyle changes for improving your modern life:Developing your

self-disciplineFocusing on the task at handAvoiding temptations and distractionsFinding the

motivation to improve your lifeLearning the secret of Self-moderationIncreasing your

willpowerStrengthening your confidenceand Creating firm commitmentsRead This Book for FREE

with Kindle Unlimited â€“ Order Now!What was the Spartan Philosophy? Why did these ancient

warriors have so many amazing victories?In Self-Discipline: Self-Discipline of a Spartan Trough:

Confidence, Self-Control and Motivation, Brad Ryan describes the 10-Step Path Towards

Self-Discipline. When you learn to think like a Spartan warrior, you can stay motivated, change your

attitudes about failure, and take control of your emotions.Itâ€™s time to transform yourself into a

disciplined, successful person!Donâ€™t delay â€“ Download Your Copy of Self-Discipline:

Self-Discipline of a Spartan Trough: Confidence, Self-Control and Motivation Right Now!Youâ€™ll

be so glad you learned these ancient secrets!
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A quick and easy read on self discipline! Self discipline is probably the most important to have when

you are trying to achieve anything, specially in our current lives which are constantly bombarded

with distractions. I like it a lot how the chapters are broken down into steps that are simple to follow,

you can do it one at a time instead of receiving a lot of information at once and being overwhelmed

by it. I also really like the parallel created with the spartan lifestyle.

If you are into self-help and looking to constantly develop yourself like me, then I think this book is a

good fit for you. This is not the first book I have read in this genre but this one stood out to me

because of the author's unique writing style. This book will definitely help you find the motivation you

need to achieve your goals in life. Wheather it be health, wealth, love or happiness. It is highly

recommended and I will keep reading more books from Brad Ryan!

My honest review? I think this book was pretty well put together and thought out. My only gripe is

that I wish it were a little longer in length (My reason for rating it 4 stars). The book seemed to end,

just as I was getting into the bare fruit of Self-Discipline. I definitely found the author Brad Ryan

engaging at times and even holding my attention more, when it came to certain chapters in the

book. I am definitely an advocate of being bale to read a book in one sitting. But I wish I were able

to read this in two. It's a pretty short read about 30 minutes in total.Kudos to you Brad, for a well

thought out book on Self-Discipline. I have purchased a few books on self discipline in the past and

find this trait extremely important to have and execute in everyday life. Getting back control of your

life and showing a good attitude are essential and this book couldn't have expressed these two

topics any better!

I finished this book quickly and I am now conditioning my mind to make some serious changes to

my lifestyle. I couldnÃ¢Â€Â™t agree more when this book said that self-discipline is a key aspect of

being successful in life. This book has made an effective transformation of my behavior and

embodies the spirit of the Spartan warrior. I am now more in control of myself. I slowly started on

simple things like controlling my unnecessary spending and unhealthy eating. This book will really



equip you to take on the challenge of gaining the self- discipline of a Spartan.

Every day we are so busy of a lot of things in our plate and that is because we are lack of self

discipline. And this book is just a great reminder to practice self discipline. In everything we do the

most important thing we need to understand first is to gain our self confidence and everything else

will follow. There is a lot from this book that we can learn and develop self confidence and self

discipline. We need to motivate our self in every day and in every situation to achieve our dreams.

The book is a fine example of how simplicity can help you achieve great accomplishments. The

book is an easy read but full of great insght on how to discover your inner strength and develope

self-discipline.

A five star review means that I love this book.Why does this book deserve a five star? Or why is it

lovable?First,Why five star?- Clarity of subject selection- Well conveyed- Immediate usefulness-

Catalytic presentation- Simple language- Connectable purposeNow, why lovable?Imagine two

professors,Of the two, the one who teaches relatable and usable information is regarded high and

loved.Also, the subject taught is well received.On the other hand, the other professor teaches useful

and applyable subjects.The Author this teaches applicable material in a simple way that can

understood and adapted immediately.Selection of the exampleEagerness of a layman to connect in

real lifeThe amazing choice of selectionInternalisable subjectMakes it more lovableReadability

4/5Understandability 4/5Lay out, structure 4/5Value for money 5/5Usefulness 4.5/5

This book while short still packs a wallop. Though some of the ideas could be found in other

self-help books, this one resonated with me in a different way. The blunt and straightforward

approach this book took was exactly what I needed.
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